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There is nothing simpler than a table’s structure: a top that rests on a base. Yet so much simplicity can mean designs 
of great personality which create clear impression to the space in which they are placed. NoTable, the latest ICF tables 
collection, it is a concrete example. The result of careful design and functionality research, NoTable is an all-around 
product with a strong expressive personality, which remains sleek and elegant.

The table’s focal point is its base which was conceived as the union of several main elements, but separated from each 
other to provide the product’s character.  The combination of the various elements has harmonious and pleasant result 
and is ideal for any kind of space, operations or executive office, from a simple meeting room to a larger conference 
room. It can also form multiple workstations: the central tubular frame has the advantage of managing the space in a 
functional way without side obstruction.

Manager desk
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The top rests on two or more tubular frames connected to each other, but separated from the legs. There can be two 
or four legs depending on the size and shape of the top. This simple idea makes for a unique and distinctive base. The 
tubular steel, made with a different finish from that of the legs, it has a main structural and aesthetic role. The legs have 
a linear and elegant shape, and are forged from a single piece of cast aluminium. The top has rounded edges and can 
be produced from different materials.

Product description

fixed height

Top

Linking plate

Extruded aluminium beam

Painted metal cable try

Steel tube

Longitudinal aluminium bar

Die-cast aluminium stand

Die-cast aluminium connector

Manager desk
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height adjustable

The work top is height adjustable thanks to a mechanism placed inside the structure.  It is a simple solution that 
allows you to get the maximum comfort either sitting or standing or to adjust the height depending on the need 
to use the table as individual or collaborative workstation. In the Executive version, NoTable provides a central leg 
fitting which gives an authoritative and well defined impression.
The latest ICF creation, NoTable with its balance of shapes and natural elegance, is an original stylistic exercise and 
an extremely practical and functional product suitable for different market segments. 

Product description

Top

Linking plate

Extruded aluminium beam

Painted metal cable try

Steel tube

Longitudinal aluminium bar

Die-cast aluminium stand

Die-cast aluminium connector

Manager desk
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inspiration

Rectangular desk with bookcase
and Valea Elle chair.

Oval desk with bookcase,
Valea Elle and Valea Lounge chair.

Manager desk with bookcase
and Valea Soft chair.

Manager desk
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110 cm x 220 cm

125 cm x 200 cm

110 cm x 240 cm

125 cm x 220 cm

110 cm x 280 cm

135 cm x 240 cm

110 cm x 220 cm 110 cm x 240 cm 110 cm x 280 cm
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dimensions

Fixed height | rectangular

Height adjustable | rectangular

Fixed height | oval

Manager desk
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R 35 mm

12 mm

R 35 mm

30 mm

63 mm

6 mm

R 35 cm

12 mm

HPL 8 mmMDF 25 mm

33 mm

63 mm
R 35 cm

Table tops are available in different shapes and finishes and are made in various dimensions to accommodate desk or 
meeting table needs. Tops are made in the following materials: under-painted glass with shaped edges and rounded 
corners; in veneer with thin solid wood or design beveled edge; Fenix or HPL laminate with under-painted MDF 
support. Aluminum profiles under the table tops grant extra load capability and the possibility to hang on accessories 
like wire management basket, small cabinets and computer supports. 

finishes

Table tops

• Veneer

• HPL | High pressure laminates

• HPL | High pressure laminates

• FENIX

• FENIX

Veneer top with ENT edge
OAK
AMERICAN BLACK WALNUT

cheapboard 28 mm

Veneer top ENT edge

• Underpainted glass
Top in clear acidated glass
Underpainted back
White RAL 9010

Manager desk
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electrification

Flip door
Formed from an aluminum frame with a central element in the same finish as the top. It can be opened both sides.

Painted metal cable try

Fabric vertical cable duct

* Electric plugs not included

cheapboard 28 mm

Manager desk
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Vertical tubulars
The tops legs are in steel 80mm diameter tubular chromed or painted with epoxy powders in black or white. The 
vertical tubular are available with two, three or four ways connections with various gradients and allow the connection 
of the aluminium stands and the longitudinal bars in metallic tubular.

Aluminium stands
The stands, with the characteristic linear shape, are made in die cast aluminium and their finish can be polished, 
chromed or painted with epoxy powders in black or white. To adapt to the shape of the tops, the stands are available 
in two sizes and they are provided with floor support feet adjustable 20mm for the positioning of the table. 

Underbench structure
Structure made with the combination of underbench longitudinal and transversal profiles, in extruded aluminium, 
connected by linking plates that form an extremely rigid bearing frame. The profiles have a series of continuous 
grooves that fix the stands, the electrification trays and any other functional accessories. Painted finish with epoxy 
powders in black or white.

Height adjustment
The lifting column ensure a wide range of options for desk and meeting tables solutions with a very low and pleasant 
noise level. The height adjustable system use a compact round 3-part lifting column. The 3-part construction ensures 
a short installation dimension combined with a long stroke length, making it an optimum choice no matter what the 
height of the person using the desk is. The desk height control panel is a small, compact and user-friendly device 
conveniently located under the tabletop. The panel has the basic up and down function for adjusting a desk and is 
available in black or white color.

Electrification
Wiring system intergrated in the bearing structure that consists of a basket in perforated plate to allows cables access.

technical info

Manager desk
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NoTable is the perfect answer to the changing functional and appearance requirements of the modern meeting 
areas. Since the beams can be connected at different angles, the system is remarkably flexible. When space, shape 
or organizational requirements in the office change - either temporarily or permanently - the system can meet such 
requirements perfectly by adapting to the new conditions. 

NoTable is a system that can assume a myriad of configurations. It can be an efficient and elegant single desk, or 
become a large table, designed to meet the need for modern areas where work groups can operate. And the frame 
and legs are set up to house and conceal the wires and cables that are usually found in modern offices. With NoTable, 
functionality is a fundamental feature.    

Meeting table
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NoTable combines technology with fine design, and strength with lightness. It’s a system that offers great precision, 
pure shapes highlighted in elegant solutions, and materials with a strongly modern connotation, such as Fenix, HPL 
laminate, under-painted glass and aluminum. NoTable is the attractive, yet technically sophisticated conference table. 

Product description

fixed height

Top

Linking plate

Extruded aluminium beam

Painted metal cable try

Steel tube

Longitudinal aluminium bar

Die-cast aluminium stand

Die-cast aluminium connector

Meeting table
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height adjustable

The work top is height adjustable thanks to a mechanism placed inside the structure.  It is a simple solution that 
allows you to get the maximum comfort either sitting or standing or to adjust the height depending on the need to 
use the table as individual or collaborative workstation. 
The latest ICF creation, NoTable with its balance of shapes and natural elegance, is an original stylistic exercise and 
an extremely practical and functional product suitable for different market segments.

Product description

Top

Linking plate

Extruded aluminium beam

Painted metal cable try

Steel tube

Longitudinal aluminium bar

Die-cast aluminium stand

Die-cast aluminium connector

Meeting table
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flexible structure

Versatility is the defining feature of NoTable Meeting: a modular system made of three basic elements (the base with 
vertical tubulars and feet in die cast aluminium, linking transverse between stands and a working top), which can be 
combined in compact units that can easily fit in a variety of situations within the office world.
The structure is easy to compose in any direction, in order to create table with any deep and dimension.

Product description

Linking plate

Extruded aluminium beam

Steel tube

Longitudinal aluminium bar

Die-cast aluminium stand

Die-cast aluminium connector

Iron sheet support

Meeting table
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A project designed around new ways of working in the office environment: flexible and dynamic, innovative and 
modern. NoTable is a system of tables which offers countless interpretations: it responds to a variety of professional 
needs with maximum efficiency to become an executive desk, a double desk, a multi-station work area, and a meeting 
table of various sizes. 

Product description

folding table

Top

Iron linking bar

Longitudinal iron tubular

Steel tube

Die-cast aluminium stand

Meeting table
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inspiration

Barrel desk with Valea Soft chair.

Barrel desk with Valea Elle chair.

Barrel desk with Valea Soft chair.

Meeting table
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ø 120 cm

120 cm x 120 cm

120 cm x 180 cm

140 cm x 360 cm

200 cm x 140 cm 140 cm x 240 cm 140 cm x 360 cm

140 cm x 420 cm 140 cm x 480 cm

120 cm x 220 cm 140 cm x 240 cm 140 cm x 280 cm 140 cm x 320 cm

140 cm x 140 cm 158 cm x 158 cm 180 cm x 180 cm 200 cm x 200 cm

ø 140 cm ø 158 cm ø 180 cm ø 200 cm
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dimensions

Fixed height | round

Fixed height | square

Fixed height | barrel

Height adjustable | barrel

Meeting table
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R 35 mm

12 mm

R 35 mm

30 mm

63 mm

6 mm

R 35 cm

12 mm

HPL 8 mmMDF 25 mm

33 mm

63 mm
R 35 cm

finishes

Table tops are available in different shapes and finishes and are made in various dimensions to accommodate desk or 
meeting table needs. Tops are made in the following materials: under-painted glass with shaped edges and rounded 
corners; in veneer with thin solid wood or design beveled edge; Fenix or HPL laminate with under-painted MDF 
support. Aluminum profiles under the table tops grant extra load capability and the possibilità to hang on accessories 
like wire management basket, small cabinets and computer supports. 

Table tops

• Veneer

• HPL | High pressure laminates

• HPL | High pressure laminates

• FENIX

• FENIX

Veneer top with ENT edge
OAK
AMERICAN BLACK WALNUT

cheapboard 28 mm

Veneer top ENT edge

• Underpainted glass
Top in clear acidated glass
Underpainted back
White RAL 9010

Meeting table
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electrification

One piece

Flip door
Formed from an aluminum 
frame with a central element 
in the same finish as the top. 
It can be opened both sides.

Painted metal cable try

Fabric vertical cable duct

* Electric plugs not included

Two pieces Three pieces

cheapboard 28 mm

Meeting table
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Vertical tubulars
The tops legs are in steel 80mm diameter tubular chromed or painted with epoxy powders in black or white. The 
vertical tubular are available with two, three or four ways connections with various gradients and allow the connection 
of the aluminium stands and the longitudinal bars in metallic tubular.

Aluminium stands
The stands, with the characteristic linear shape, are made in die cast aluminium and their finish can be polished, 
chromed or painted with epoxy powders in black or white. To adapt to the shape of the tops, the stands are available 
in two sizes and they are provided with floor support feet adjustable 20mm for the positioning of the table. 

Underbench structure
Structure made with the combination of underbench longitudinal and transversal profiles, in extruded aluminium, 
connected by linking plates that form an extremely rigid bearing frame. The profiles have a series of continuous 
grooves that fix the stands, the electrification trays and any other functional accessories. Painted finish with epoxy 
powders in black or white.

Height adjustment
The lifting column ensure a wide range of options for desk and meeting tables solutions with a very low and pleasant 
noise level. The height adjustable system use a compact round 3-part lifting column. The 3-part construction ensures 
a short installation dimension combined with a long stroke length, making it an optimum choice no matter what the 
height of the person using the desk is. The desk height control panel is a small, compact and user-friendly device 
conveniently located under the tabletop. The panel has the basic up and down function for adjusting a desk and is 
available in black or white color.

Electrification
Wiring system intergrated in the bearing structure that consists of a basket in perforated plate to allows cables access.

technical info

Meeting table








